Legend:

- **P**: Trailhead Parking
- **Bridge**
- **Canoe Launch**
- **Fish Pole Trail**
- **Tomaquag Trail**
- **Power Line ROW**
- **2ft Contours**
- **Roads**
- **Rivers & Streams**
- **Wetland**
- **Land Trust Property**

Location:
Southern Hopkinton, between the overhead power line ROW on Ashaway Road (Rte 216), and the Diamond Hill Road Bridge over Tomaquag Brook.

Open Sunrise to Sunset

Trail Use Guidelines:
- Observe posted rules and regulations
- Motorized vehicles are prohibited
- No fires
- No camping
- Wear blaze orange during hunting season
- Leave no trace, please carry out trash

Trails:
- Tomaquag Trail, 0.4 mi (white diamond)
- Fish Pole Trail, 0.1 mi (orange rectangle)

Site Description:
This property is located along the Hopkinton Land Trust north-south Tomaquag Valley Greenway. Hikers currently connect to the Grills Wildlife Sanctuary to the south and Pelloni Preserve to the north via the road system. The Tomaquag Brook wooded flood plain is the dominant property feature with mixed hardwood uplands along Tomaquag Trail. This is a rudimentary blazed trail without final clearing, signs or all-season stream crossings. Tomaquag Brook from Old Swim Hole south to the Pawcatuck River was canoed and fished when the entire area was cleared and farmed. The brook was well known as an excellent native trout fishery. The adjacent campground is collaborating with HLT to develop and maintain the trail system for public use. Please respect the boundary with this private campground.

Find this trail and more at: 
- [www.hopkintonri.org](http://www.hopkintonri.org)
- [www.exploreri.org](http://www.exploreri.org)
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